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ABSTRACT. Comparing the Hipparos proper motions with those of the Lik NPM2 Catalog,whih provides absolute proper motions of objets measured diretly relative to external galaxies,we found that the two omponents of the spin vetor, !x and !y, are apparently less than thevalue of 0.25 mas yr�1 for the unertainty of the Hipparos inertiality, while the omponent !zis about three times that value. Inspeting the magnitude- and olor-dependent pattern of theproper-motion di�erene, we found that there is no strong systematis existing in the NPM2with respet to the Hipparos proper-motion system.
1. INTRODUCTIONThe reent released NPM2 Catalog is the seond part of the Lik Northern Proper Motionprogram (http://www.uolok.org/~npm/NPM2; Klemola et al. 1987) whih ontains absoluteproper motions, aurate positions, and BV photometry for 232062 stars from 8 magnitude to18 magnitude in B band. There are 347 NPM2 �elds in total overing from +83 degree to�23 degree in delination. The RMS errors of the NPM2 absolute proper motions are about 6mas yr�1 in eah oordinate, omparable to the NPM1 errors. The preliminary version of theNPM2 gives 196639 stars, whih inludes 4395 Hipparos stars and about 80000 stars in theTyho-2 Catalogue.The purpose of this study was to ompare the NPM2 proper-motion system with Hipparosin order to examine the inertiality of the Hipparos system. In partiular, we analyzed thepossible soures of systemati errors in the NPM2 system whih might infet our solution of theproper-motion systematis.2. SYSTEMATIC DIFFERENCE IN PROPER MOTIONSConsidering the possible ompliations arising from the Hipparos observations of binary,multiple, and suspeted non-single systems, we exluded all of these stars found in the HipparosCatalogue in our analysis. Thus, only 3768 single stars remain for the analysis, whih areommon to both NPM2 and Hipparos atalogues.In our previous work, we have ompared the SPM 2.0 proper motions with those of theHipparos (Zhu 2001). In a similar way, the spin vetor (!x, !y, !z), whih represents therotational di�erene between the two frames, are determined by a generalized least-squaresmethod. It is notied that some proper-motion data, both from the NPM2 Catalog and fromthe Hipparos Catalogue, might have large measurement errors. To exlude extremely erroneous95



proper motions, the 2.6� priniple is introdued to our proedure. Thus, all stars that ontributelarge residuals to the solution will be rejeted, and then, we obtain a more reliable result. Theorresponding spin solution was obtained and is listed in table 1.Table 1. Systemati di�erenes of the NPM2 and SPM 2.0 relative to the Hipparos proper-motionsystem.Number of stars !x !y !zNPM2-HIP 3519 +0.11�0.20 +0.19�0.20 +0.75�0.28SPM2-HIP 9356 �0.10�0.17 �0.48�0.14 +0.17�0.15It is shown that the two omponents of the spin vetor, !x and !y, are apparently less thanthe value of 0.25 mas yr�1 for the unertainty of the Hipparos inertiality, while the omponent!z is about three times that value. The di�erenes between the SPM 2.0 and Hipparos are notthe same as NPM2-HIP, though both the SPM2.0 and NPM2 proper motions were measureddiretly in an inertial referene system with respet to extragalati radio soures. A possiblereason might be the systemati shift between the NPM2 and SPM 2.0.In order to examine the magnitude- and olor-dependent di�erenes in proper motions be-tween the NPM2 and Hipparos, we have heked the systemati di�erenes of the proper mo-tions. It indiates that no signi�ant magnitude- and olor-depended systematis are foundin the NPM2 proper-motion system. It is notied the magnitude-dependent systemati errorsfor the brightest NPM2 stars were already removed in the NPM2 redution. Furthermore, thepresent range of magnitude is too low to hek the magnitude equation of the NPM2 proper-motion system.3. REMARKSThe Hipparos Catalogue is a realization of the ICRS system, whih was �nalized via aspei� link program by various observational tehniques (Lindegren & Kovalevsky 1995; Ko-valevsky et al. 1997). Its proper-motion system is believed to be quasi-inertial to within �0.25mas yr�1 for all three axes with respet to distant extragalati objets. The proper motionsof the NPM2 Catalog are absolute, measured diretly in an inertial referene system, the twoproper-motion system should be oinident.Analyzing the proper-motion di�erenes between the NPM2 and Hipparos atalogues, wefound that omponents !x and !y are apparently less than 0.25 mas yr�1 in absolute value,while the omponent !z is as large as three times this value. It is on�rmed that no signi�antmagnitude- and olor-equation is existed in the NPM2 proper motions, ompared with theHipparos proper motions, in the range from 8 to 12 magnitude.This work was supported by the National Natural Siene Foundation of China (NSFC) andby Nanjing University Talent Development Foundation.4. REFERENCESHanson, R.B., et al. 2003, Lik Northern Proper Motion Program: NPM2 Catalog,http://www.uolok.org/~npm/NPM2Klemola, A.R., Jones, B.F., & Hanson, R.B. 1987, Astron. J., 94, 501Kovalevsky, J., et al. 1997, Astron. Astrophys., 323, 620Lindegren, L., & Kovalevsky, J. 1995, Astron. Astrophys., 304, 189Zhu, Z. 2001, PASJ, 53, L33 96


